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HARDCOVER SPECIAL EDITION
They began as a little blues band in London, England, in 1967, named,
rather bizarrely, after their tight rhythm section: Mick Fleetwood on drums
and John McVie on bass. Fleetwood Mac.
Fifty years later, as they prepare for their gigantic farewell world tour
throughout 2018, they remain one of the biggest bands of all time – a
position they have held since 1977 when, with the help of John’s wife,
Christine McVie, and two virtually unknown American musicians called
Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham, they released an LP titled
Rumours that went on to become the world’s best-selling album.
That, in itself, is a remarkable story. Now consider the highs and lows,
the successes and failures, the personal turmoil, tragedy and heartbreak
through which this band has journeyed over the last 50 years … and the
story of Fleetwood Mac becomes one of pure drama. The greatest ever
rock ‘n’ roll soap opera.
In this independent, lavishly illustrated publication, music writer and
journalist Pete Chrisp reveals the true story of how, over the last 50 years,
despite all of those confrontations, pinnacles and all-time lows
… the chain of Fleetwood Mac remains unbroken.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
• An in-depth, 36,000-word analysis covering the band’s history
from Peter Green’s Fleetwood Mac in 1967 through to their current
swansong days as one of the biggest bands in the world

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:
Format: 270 x 270mm Hardback Book
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: 60 colour and mono photographs
Text: 36,000 words
ISBN: 978-1-912332-09-0
RRP: £20.00
PUBLICATION DATE: October 2018

• A perfect tie-in with Fleetwood Mac’s much-anticipated Farewell World
Tour throughout 2018
• Detailed inside information from close associates of the band
• Every Fleetwood Mac album reviewed and rated – from worst to best
• Brief biographies of every Fleetwood Mac band member since 1967
• Superb b/w and colour photographs of the band throughout their
careers, on- and off-stage, and many rarely seen before

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Pete Chrisp has worked as a writer and editor for newspapers, magazines and books since 1979. His first book, co-written with the
musician Gerry McAvoy, was the highly acclaimed Riding Shotgun: 35 Years on the Road with Rory Gallagher and Nine Below Zero.
He lives in Kent, England.
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would take over if he changed his mind again.
Once the band line-up had been established, Mike Vernon
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album was something special. Mo Ostin wasn’t convinced,

attached accommodation facilities, for nine weeks. As Stevie
Nicks said: “I thought we would never get through Rumours. In

fearful it could damage potential sales, but once he heard ‘Go

New Musical Express in April ’77. “It’s not what really matters. If

that small room there were five people breaking up.”

Your Own Way’, he changed his mind immediately. Released in

it had been, we would have given up long ago. It is important to

December 1976, the single made it to No. 10 in the USA, No.

maintain the right kind of motivation – and the more successful

It had also become apparent to everyone, somewhat

38 in the UK and was a Top 20 hit across most of Europe. The

you become, the more difficult it gets.

unlike Fleetwood Mac’s previous albums, which would normally

immediately offered Fleetwood Mac a record deal, and the band’s

then tail off, this one didn’t. It was a slow burner and kept on selling

first gig was organised by Clifford Davis (a booking agent at the

steadily; by September 1976, after 56 weeks in the US charts,

Rik Gunnell organization in London), who would shortly become

it reached No. 1. It even made it to No. 23 in the UK – their first

surprisingly, that Stevie and Lindsey were also having issues,

teaser single proved to be the perfect trailer for Rumours, which

Fleetwood Mac’s manager. While most new bands might start off

British chart success since Kiln House in 1970. Eventually the LP

caused largely by the negative effect success can impose

was finally released on 4 February 1977.

in some London pub, Fleetwood Mac’s first gig would be at the

sold over 5million copies, plus three singles from it (‘Over My Head’,

prestigious National Jazz Pop Ballads & Blues Festival (now known

‘Rhiannon’ and ‘Say You Love Me’) all making it to the US Top 20.

as Reading Festival) held in Windsor just five weeks later.

THE

The festival lineup would include the Small Faces, Donovan,

“It may be difficult for someone outside of the group to
understand what I’m saying, but we’re a bunch of people

on a relationship. Before joining Fleetwood Mac, Lindsey
had very much been the dominant force within their personal

In Melody Maker, Mick Fleetwood said, “This album reflects

before we’re a bunch of musicians. What happened was that

and working relationship. Following the band’s rapid success

every trip and breakup. It isn’t a concept thing, but when we

all five of us were going through exactly the same problem at

But success doesn’t always bring happiness. Once the album

and the audience recognition of Stevie’s unique centre stage

sat down listening to what we had, we realised every track was

the very same time. Only in Fleetwood Mac could that ever

was completed, the band set off on two more American tours

performances, her confidence and independence blossomed.

written about someone in the band. Introspective and interesting,

happen.
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Pentangle, the Crazy World of Arthur Brown, the Nice, Chicken

– the first through to the end of ’75, and then, in 1976, as

Lindsey’s control over Stevie had diminished and he found that

kind of like a soap opera. The album will show sides of people in

Shack (featuring keyboard player Christine Perfect), Jeff Beck,

Fleetwood Mac continued to creep towards No. 1, a much bigger

difficult to come to terms with.

this group that were never exposed before.”

Cream and … John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers; in effect, it was the

49

“Money is great, but it’s not important,” said Mick Fleetwood in

As usual, American FM radio stations selected tracks from
Fleetwood Mac and played them to death over several months. But,

“So there we all were, trying to put down the basic backing
tracks and all feeling so desperately unhappy with life. But

tour supporting the Eagles. During that same period, in February

second British blues boom. If Fleetwood Mac wanted to be part

1976, they also went into the Plant Studios in Sausalito, near

One helpful solution, at Sausalito at least, was for Stevie and

This had become a worldwide soap opera. Rumours achieved

somehow we created a mutual bond. We could all relate to

of it, it was time for them to start rehearsing long and hard (in

San Francisco, to begin work on a new album. After a period

Christine to rent apartments at the nearby marina, while the

the highest pre-orders for an LP ever – 800,000 copies. Within

each other’s desperation.”
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the Black Bull pub on London’s Fulham Rd) over the next few

of more than a year being either on tour or working on their

male band members plus sound engineers Richard Dashut and

a year of its launch date, the album had sold over 10million

weeks. It paid off: they went down very well on the festival’s final

first album together, the band’s personal relationships were all

Ken Caillat made use of the studio’s attached accommodation.

copies, achieving No. 1 in the USA, UK, Canada, Australia, New

day (Sunday 13 August 1967) in front of over 15,000 people and

teetering on the brink of disaster. As Mick Fleetwood put it:

received some excellent press reviews.
“By the time we got to Sausalito to start Rumours, the

Desperation has produced some of the world’s greatest art.

Oh how those nine weeks must have flown by… It proved to

Zealand, South Africa and the Netherlands. Of its 11 tracks,

Christine McVie studied sculpture at art college and will almost

be nine weeks of turmoil; work would not start properly until the

seven were released as A- and B-sides on singles, all making it

certainly know the quote from the famous US sculptor, Louise

early hours of the morning, by which time they were all so high

to the Top 10 in the USA. In the UK the album remained in the

Nevelson: “Most artists create out of despair. The very nature of

Backstage they bumped into John McVie, who had played the

rollercoaster was in motion. Two challenges: one was a musical

on drugs and drink that there was little point carrying on. “The

charts for over nine years. Based on the official sales figures of

creation is not a performing glory on the outside, it’s a painful,

night before with the Bluesbreakers. Some reports suggest he

challenge – another FM album – and another was knowing

sessions were like a cocktail party every night,” said Christine. For

over 28million copies, it was the most successful LP of all time

difficult search within.”

hadn’t been particularly impressed by Fleetwood Mac’s debut

what was going on personally – everyone was splitting up;

the sound engineers it was terribly frustrating – all they could do

until Thriller by Michael Jackson was released in 1982. Rumours

performance but, just like Peter Green, was frustrated with John

Lindsey and Stevie were like a married couple, and John and

was to record the snatches of decent material whenever possible

won a bucketful of awards and an even bigger bucketful of cash.

Mayall’s leanings towards jazzier sounds. Within a few weeks John

Christine were married. Kaboom!”

and use them to put together the backing tracks.

Mick had now assumed the role as Fleetwood Mac’s manager

After nine weeks, Mick recognised that there was little point

had quit the Bluesbreakers to join Fleetwood Mac. “Instantaneous,”
he said. “It was a great union, great chemistry, especially with
Jeremy; he was fucking brilliant.”

and was more focused on band business than he was on his

in carrying on at Sausalito so took the band out on a short

family. They had moved to a new house in the Topanga suburb

tour to get their breath back; Mick was very much the man in

Christine Perfect was definitely impressed by Fleetwood Mac

of Los Angeles in the Santa Monica Mountains, about one hour’s

the middle and was being viewed as some sort of Fleetwood

(especially Peter Green who, she admits, she fancied very much)

drive from the city. It was a nice location but, with Mick rarely

Mac marriage counselor, despite the fact that he was divorcing

but she’d also enjoyed watching the Bluesbreakers, with Mr McVie

there and Jenny increasingly being left on her own with their two

on bass… Christine began to learn the piano at the age of four and

children, she was soon lonelier, and unhappier, than ever.

teens, she discovered the blues and rock music. As she commented:

John and Christine’s marriage had been rocky for some time and

“Goodbye Schubert, hello rock ‘n’ roll.”

his drinking had worsened to such an extent that she couldn’t

Not only was Christine very talented as a musician but also as an
artist, having studied sculpture at an art college in Birmingham, where

Follow that.

divorced in 1976 but would remarry four months later.

cope with it anymore. She could barely tolerate being in the

Mick described being in Fleetwood Mac as “more like being

same room as him – something of a problem, given that Mick

in group therapy!” Christine McVie had been having an affair

had booked the small recording rooms at Plant Studios, and its

with Fleetwood Mac’s lighting director Curry Grant, who was
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LEFT

Perfect relationship: Stevie Nicks and Christine McVie cosy up

Peter Green, John McVie, Jeremy Spencer and Mick Fleetwood
in one of their first band promo shots, 1967

would disagree that it’s up there with the greatest rock albums
of all time.

Jenny. On top of all their other problems, Mick found out that
she had been having an affair with one of his best friends, Andy
Silvester – the bass player from Chicken Shack. He and Jenny

was being groomed for a career in classical music until, in her early
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in Sound City studios
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Rumours had certainly proved very painful and difficult, but few

Shopping trips for big houses, big cars and big boats took up
most of whatever free time they had.

Mick Fleetwood onstage playing a talking drum, reflecting his love
of African music

